MAMDA: Inferring microRNA-Disease associations with manifold alignment.
Uncovering disease-related microRNAs (miRNAs) by inferring miRNA-disease associations is of critical importance for understanding the pathogenesis of disease and carrying out treatment and prevention. Recently developed computational models for inferring miRNA-disease associations assume that functionally related miRNAs are associated with phenotypically similar diseases and hence infer miRNA-disease associations by using miRNA-miRNA and disease-disease similarities, which are concretely determined by mining existing biological resources. From the perspective of manifold learning, miRNA-miRNA similarities and disease-disease similarities determine a low-dimensional manifold for miRNAs and diseases, respectively, and the basic assumption of current computational models is equivalent to consistency between the manifold structures of miRNA and disease. In this paper, we propose a novel microRNA-disease inference framework (MAMDA) that explicitly takes advantage of this consistency property and infers miRNA-disease associations by aligning the manifold structure of miRNA with that of disease together with supervision of experimentally verified miRNA-disease associations. Based on three aspects, experimental results show that the proposed framework outperforms several representative state-of-the-art techniques. First, AUC values using k-fold cross-validation indicate that our method acquires more reliable predictions than four classical techniques (HGIMDA, HDMP, RLSMDA, and NCPMDA). Second, 48/48 predicted associations between miRNAs and breast cancer are validated with the HMDD and dbDEMC to show the effectiveness of predicting isolated diseases with unknown miRNAs. Third, two case studies of colon neoplasms and lung neoplasms validate the superior accuracy of MAMDA, with 48/50 and 48/50 predicted associations in the HMDD and dbDEMC, respectively.